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Robertello's invariant of a classical knot in [9] was generalized by Gordon
in [2] to an invariant of a knot in a Z-homology 3-sphere, and by the author
in [5] to an invariant, S(kdS), of a knot k in a Z2-homology 3-sρhere S. In
this paper, we shall generalize this invariant to two mutually related invariants,
δ
o
(Lc*S) and 8(LdS), of a proper link L in a Z2-homology 3-sphere S. In
the case of a classical proper link, this S0-invariant can be considered as an
invariant suggested by Robertello in [9, Theorem 2]. A difference between
δ
o
(LcS) and 8(LdS) is that S0(LcS) is generally an oriented link type in-
variant, but δ(LdS) is an unoriented link type invariant. A proper link in
a Z2-homology 3-sphere (which is not a Z-homology 3-sphere) naturally occurs
when considering a branched cyclic covering of a 3-sphere, branched along
a certain proper link. (If the number of the components of the link is >2,
the branched covering space can not be a Z-homology 3-sphere by the Smith
theory.) So, we consider a proper link I in a Z2-homology 3-sphere 5, ob-
tained from a proper link L in a Z2-homology 3-sphere S by taking a branched
cyclic covering, branched along L. When the covering degree is prime, we
shall establish a relationship between 8(LdS) and S(LcS) and then a relation-
ship between 80(L d S) and 80(L c S).
In Section 1 we define and discuss the slope of a link in a 3-manifold as
a generalization of the slope of a knot in a 3-manifold, introduced in [5]. In
Section 2 the δ
o
-invariant and the δ-invariant are defined and studied. Section
3 deals with relationships between δ(LcS) and 8(LdS) and between 80(LdS)
andδ
o
(Lc5).
Throughout this paper spaces and maps will be considered in the piece-
wise linear category, and notations and conventions will be the same as those
of [5] unless otherwise stated.
1. The slope of a link in a 3-manifold
Let M be a connected oriented 3-manifold. Let L be an oriented link
with r components in the interior of M. Let o(L) denote the order (>1) of
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the homology class [Lj^H^M; Z). Let τH
λ
{M) be the torsion part of H
x
(M; Z). Let φ: TH,(M) X THX(M) -> Q\Z be the linking pairing.
DEFINITION 1.1. The slope of the link L, denoted by s(L)=s(LczM) is
defined by the identity
s(L)=
If s(L)=0, then we say that the link L is flat.
When r = l , s(L) is the same as the slope defined in [5, Definition 1.4] by
[5, Lemma 1.8]. Let r>2. Let Bly B2f •••, Br_1 be mutually disjoint oriented
bands in the interior of M attaching to L as 1-handles. If we obtain a knot
k from L by surgery along such Bl9 B2, •••, J?r_!, then we say that the knot k
is obtained from L by a fusion.
Lemma 1.2. Let k be a knot obtained from a link L by a fusion. Then
s(L)=s(k).
Proof. Clearly, [L]=[k] in H
λ
(M\ Z). The result follows from Defini-
tion 1.1.
Assume that each component k{ of L is a knot of finite order, i.e., o(
-f oo, i = l , 2, •••, r. Then the total ^-linking number X(L)=\(LczM)^Q
of the link LdM is defined by λ ( L ) = Σ LuikM(&, , ^ y ) . When r = l , we under-
stand that
Lemma 1.3. In Q/Z s(L)=^il1 s(ki)-2\(L).
Proof. Since o(L)< + oo and [L]=Σ,li [AJ, ί(L)=-φ([L], [ L ] ) = Σ ι l i -
Λ [*J)-2g*([AJ f [AJ). Using that φ([AJ, [*,]) = LinkM(£,, A,) (mod 1)
for *=(=y and ί(Al )=—φ([Af ], [AJ), we have a desired congruence.
For each element sEϊQjZ we can have cop rime positive integers α, b such
that s~ajb (mod 1). This fraction #/6 and the denominator b are called a
normal presentation and the denominator of the element s^Q/Z, respectively.
Now we assume that the denominator of the slope ί(A, ) is odd, i=ί, 2, •••, r.
Then ί(Af ) has a normal presentation of type 2ailbi9 z=l , 2, •••, r.
DEFINITION 1.4. We define
in g/Z and call it the half-slope of the link LdS.
The following is easily proved.
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Lemma 1.5. In Q\Z 2s*(L)=s(L), and if s(L)=Oy then s*(L) is 0 or 1/2
according as the denominator of λ(L) e QjZ is odd or even.
2. The ^-invariant and the d-invariant
We consider an oriented link L with components kh i=l, 2, •••, r, in an
oriented Z2-homology 3-sphere S.
DEFINITION 2.1. The link L is proper if the mod 2 linking number, Link
s
(k^ L—ki)2=0 for all i, \<i<r. (We understand a knot to be a proper link.)
Let W be a compact oriented 4-manifold. Let F be a locally flat, ori-
ented (possibly disconnected) surface of (total) genus 0 in W. We say that
such a pair Fez W is admissible for a link LaS, if 5 is a component of 3IF, ΘF
= L , /^(QΪF; Z 2 )=0 and [Ft]eH2(W; Z2) is characteristic, i.e., [F}]-x=x2 for
all x^:H2(W; Z2), where F2 is a (mod 2) cycle obtained from F by attaching
(mod 2) 2-chains c
έ
 in 5 with dc{=— kh / = 1 , 2, •••, r.
Lemma 2.2. For any proper link LdS there exists an admissible pair
FdW.
Proof. Let Γ(L)= U i'-iTfc) be a tubular neighborhood of L=U*Li* i
in S. Construct a 4-manifold ϊ F = ( - S ) x [ - l , 1] Uΰ 2X A2U — ΌD2χD2
r
identifying Γ(&, ) x l with (9D2)χZ)?, i = l , —, r, so that ^ ( 9 ^ ; Z 2 )=0. Let
A =(-Λ)X[—!> llUZ^xO,. be a disk. Let F = U M A TO show that
F c P F is admissible for L c S , it suffices to check that [F2]^H2(W; Z2) is
characteristic. Note that [Df2]> ί = l , •••, r, form a basis for H2(W; Z2). Since
This implies that [F2] is characteristic. This completes the proof.
The pair FcW, constructed in the proof of Lemma 2.2 is called a stand-
ard admissible pair for the proper link LaS.
DEFINITION 2.3. Let L c 5 b e a proper link. Then we define
δ
o
(L) = S 0 (LcS)H[F£] 2 -sign W)ll6-μ(βW)
in Q/Z for any admissible pair FaW for LdS> where FQ is a rational 2-cycle
obtained from F by attaching rational 2-chains cf in S with dcf = —kh i=l,
—, r.
REMARK 2.4. We can define the invariant S0(Lc*S) by using a more gen-
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eral pair FdW, where the (total) genus of F may be positive or F mac be non-
orientable (cf. Freedman-Kirby [1], Guillou-Marin [3], Matsumoto [7]).
To see the well-definwsness of δ
o
(L), consider a standard admissible pair
F*c W* for L c S . Construct an oriented 4-manifold W= WU — W* identify-
ing two copies of S. Then *Σ1=F U — F* is the disjoint union of 2-spheres.
Since [Ft] and [Ff+] are characteristic, we see that the mod 2 homology class
; Z2) is characteristic. By the Rochlin theorem ([6], [10]), μ{QW)
W)I16 in Q\Z. But,
 μ(dW)=μ(dW)-μ(dW*), E ] 2 = [ F Q ] 2 -
[-F%+Y=[F%Y-[F%+]2 and sign ΐF=sign W-sign W*y where we count
[-F%+]\ [Fp]2 in W*. It follows that
-sign W)llβ-μ(dW) = -sign W*)/16-μ(8W*)
in QjZy showing the well-definedness of δo(L).
DEFINITION 2.5. Two links L, c 5 t , ί=0, 1, are said to be cobordant in
the weak sense if:
(1) There exists a compact oriented 4-manifold W^such that dW—— S0U
(2) There exists a locally flat, compact oriented (possibly disconnected)
surface F of (total) genus 0 in W such that dF=—L0\jL1 (See Figure 1).
Theorem 2,6. If proper links L f c S , , z=0 : 1, are cobordant in the weak
sense, then δ
o
(L
o
)=δ
o
(L 1).
Proof. Let FdW be a cobordism pair for LiCzSi, i=0, 1, stated in Defini-
tion 2.5. Construct an oriented 4-manifold W'=W\JIPχ[0, 1] identifying
a 3-cell in S{—L, with Z)3x/ for each z, z'=0, 1. Then dW is a connected
sum (—S0)#Su which is a Z2-homology 3-sphere containing a proper link L',
regarded as the union -LQ\jLv Clearly, 80(L'c(—<S0)#51)= -δo(LoC*So)+
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Note that H2(W; Z 2)=0. Then FdW is admissible for L'd
(—S0)#ιSΊ, and hence
δ
o
(L'c(-S
o
)#S0 = ([i^]2-sign ^)/16-M(-^o)*Si) = 0 >
because PF is spin and H2(W'\ Q)=0. Thus, δ o(L oCS 0)=δ 0(L 1cS 1). This
completes the proof.
In [5, Definition 2.1] the δ-invariant δ(&) of a knot k in S was defined so
as to be δ(k)=δQ{k).
Corollary 2.7. Let kdS be a knot obtained from a proper link LdS by
a fusion. Then δ
o
(L) = δ
o
{k)=δ(k).
Proof. The knot kaS and the link L c S are cobordant in the weak sense.
The result follows from Theorem 2.6.
By a Dehn surgery we obtain from a knot kdS a unique (up to homeo-
morphism), closed, connected, oriented 3-manifold M such that i/1(M; Z)/odd
torsion^Z, called a Z2-homology handle (cf. [5, Remark 1.6 and Corollary
1.7]). In [4] we defined an invariant e(M), being 0 or 1, of M, calculable
from the Z2-Alexander polynomial of M.
Corollary 2.8. Let LaS be a proper link. Let M be the Z2-homology
handle of a knot kczS, obtained from L by a fusion. Let a\b be a normal presen-
tation of the slope s(L C S) with a odd. Then we have
δ
o
(L)= e(M)/2+(α/ft-fli)/16
in QIZ.
Proof. By Lemma 1.2 s(L)=s(k). By Corollary 2.7 δ
o
(L)=δ(k). Then
the desired congruence follows from [5, Theorem 2.7 and Corollary 3.6].
DEFINITION 2.9. For a proper link L in S we define
δ(L) = δ(LcS) = S 0 (LcS)+λ(LcS)/8
in QIZ.
REMARK 2.10. Definition 2.9 is analogous to Murasugi's definition of the
unoriented link type signature in [7] (cf. [5, Remark 4.8]).
Theorem 2.11. The invariant S(LcS) is an unoriented link type invariant
of a proper link L c S . That is, δ(LdS)=δ(L'c:S') for any link L'dS' with
an orientation-preserving homeomorphism S-+S' sending L to U setwise.
Proof. It suffices to show that δ(L) does not depend on any particular
orientations of the components, kh of L. Let F= U /liD CW^ be a standard
admissible pair for L = U Uk{cS. Note that [ F $ ] 2 = Σ £ i [#?Q] 2 +2Σ [Dγ Q ]
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-sign W)β6-μ(dW).
[DtQ]=llir-i[DΐQ]2-2\{L). Then
8(L) = δ
o
(L)+λ(L)/8 = (Hi=iίD
Since [DfQ]2 is not altered by changing the orientation of Z)t (that is, &,), we
have a desired result.
A link LczS is amphίcheiral if there is an orientation-preserving homeo-
morphism S-^—S sending L to itself setwise. The following is direct from
Theorem 2.11.
Corollary 2.12. If a proper link LczS is amphίcheiral, then 2δ(L)=0
inQIZ.
Here is an example of a classical proper link.
EXAMPLE 2.13. Let L
r
 be an r-component link in a 3-sphere S3, illustrated
in Figure 2, where r>2. The link
Figure 2.
L
r
 is clearly proper. Choosing a suitable orientation of 53, X(L
r
)=r. Since
we can have a trivial knot from L
r
 by a fusion, we see that δ
o
(L
r
)=O. There-
fore, δ(L
r
)=r/8 in Q,IZ.
3. Branched cyclic coverings and the d- and ^-invariants
We consider a link LczS obtained from a link LdS by taking an n-fold
cyclic branched covering of S> branched along L. Namely, S is the branched
covering space over 5, associated with an epimorphism HX(S—L; Z)->Zn send-
ing each meridian of L to a unit of Z
w
, and L is the lift of L. We assume that
S is a Zg-homology 3-sphere.
First we consider the case n=2. Then L and L are knots by the Smith
theory. Let L=k and L=k.
Theorem 3.1. Let 2ajb be a normal presentation of the slope s(k). Then
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8(k) = δ(k)-(alb-ab)β
in QjZ. In particular, if k is flat, then 8(k)=δ(k).
Proof. By [5, Lemma 4.5] s(k)=2s(k)=4a/b. Since (2a+b)lb and (4a+b)/b
are normal presentations of s(k) and s(k), respectively, we see from Corollary
2.8 that
δ(k) = <Ξ(M)/2+ {(2a+b)/b-(2a+b)b}ll6 =
and
S(k)= ^(M)/2+{(4a+b)/b-(4a+b)b}lί6=
where M and M are the Z2-homology handles of feeS and kczS, respectively.
Since M is a 2-fold covering space of Λf, it follows from [4, Lemma 4.2] that
e ( M ) = e ( M ) . Now we have a desired congruence. This completes the
proof.
Next, to consider the case that the covering degree n is an odd prime p,
we remark the following:
Lemma 3.2. \(L)=\(L)/n.
Corollary 3.3. L is proper if and only if L is proper.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. It suffices to show that for i^j Links(£, , %/) =
Link
s
(&, , kj)/n. Let F{ be a characteristic surface (cf. [5]) of k{ in S such that
L—ki intersects F{ transversally. Write [θ^^f l^fmJ+δίr^/J in Hx{QT{k^\Z)
for a meridian-longitude pair (miy /,) of T(ki) such that the lift of /,- has n
components, where (ah bi)=l and rf is an integer>0. Let 7, be a component
of the lift of /,-. For the lift fhi of mh the pair (mh 7f) forms an m.L pair of a
tubular neighborhood Γ(fe, ) of k{ which is the lift of Tfc). Note that the
lift Fi of F f is an oriented surface which is a branched ZΛ-covering space of
Ft branched over the set F f Π (L—*,.). Clearly [ Q ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ J + i ^ w t / J in
fli(9Γ(S, ); Z). Since the intersection numbers, Int(^ t , kj) and I n t ^ , ^ ; ) are
equal, we have
kj) = Int(Fh k^/b^n = Int(Fiy k^b-r^ = Link s(^, kj)/n .
This completes the proof.
Proof of Corollary 3.3. When n is even, L and L are knots by the Smith
theory. So, assume n is odd. It suffices to show that Links(fe, , kj)2 =
L,ink
s
(kiy kj)2 for i^j. This is obtained by a mod 2 version of the proof of
Lemma 3.2, since 6f rf w is odd. This completes the proof.
We shall show the following theorem, where note that (p2—1)/8 is an in-
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teger.
Theorem 3.4. Let L= Uilifct c 5 be a proper link and assume that the
covering degree is an odd prime p. Let lajbi be a normal presentation of the
slope s(ki), i= 1, 2, , r. Then
8(1) = pδ(L)- {(f- l)/8}Σιr-i ajb,
in QjZ.
Proof. Let FaW and FczW be standard admissible pairs for LaS and
LdSy respectively, such that FdW is obtained from FaW by taking a Z^-
covering branched along F. [One can see directly or by a transfer argument
that such pairs exist.] Let dW— 5 = 5 * and 8 J ^ — 5 = 5 * . By the proof of
Theorem 2.11,
and
S(L)= (Σi'-i [DUY-sign W)ll6-μ(S)-μ(S*),
where F= U , li A , ^ = U /Lii5t., and D{ corresponds to D{. Then since [DtQflp
= [DfQ]2 (cf. [5, the proof of Lemma 4.9]),
S(L)-pS(L) = ( l - / ) Σ ^ i [ 5 ^ ] 7 1 6 + ( - s i g n PF+ >^ sign W)/16
-{μ(S)-pμ(S))-(μ(S*)-pμ(S*)).
By the definition of α-invariant in [5, Section 4],
a(Zp, S)+a(Zp, S*) = -sign W+p sign W-ζΣίi ΦUY) {P2~W •
Therefore,
8(L)-pδ(L) = {l-f+(f-l)β}(Σir.i[βtQΪ)ll6
-a(Zp, S)ll6)-(μ(S*)-pμ(S*)-a(Zp> 5*)/16).
First, let/>>3. Then by [5, Theorems 11.1 and 12.1],
μ(S*) = pμ(S*)+a(Zp, S*)(16 , and
μ(S)=pμ(S)+a(Zp,
where note that (p2—ί)/24- is an integer. Since [J5+0]2Ξ2α, /i, (mod 1) (cf.
[5, Lemma 2.6]), it follows that
8{L)-pS(L) = - {(/-1)/24} Σ . - ! [5? Q ] 2 - {(/-1)124) Έ^aβ,
Now let/>=3. By [5, Theorems 11.1 and 12.1],
μ(S*) = 3μ(S*)+9a(Z3, S*)/\6 , and
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Directly or by a transfer argument, sign W=sign W. Then
a(Z3> S)β+a{Z3, S*)β = -sign Pf/2+3 sign Wβ-βlS-i [i5?0]2)4/3
= -(£i-i[ΰΐQ]2)Ψ (mod 1).
Then,
δ(I)-3δ(L) = - β y - i [ΰtQf)β-a(Z3) §)β~a(Z3> §*)β
in £)/Z, because [Z)f
o
]2=2β,/Z>, (mod 1). This completes the proof.
Theorem 3.5. Let LcS be proper and assume that the covering degree
is an odd prime p. Then we have
in QjZ, where s*(L) is the half-slope of the link LczS.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4,
δ
o
(I)+λ(I)/8 = pSB(L)+pχ(L)IS- {(p>-1)/8} Σ.'-xajb,.
Since \(L)lp=X(L) by Lemma 3.2, we have
S0(I)-/>δ0(L) = -{(ί»2-l)/8} (Σ.= 1 «,/*,-λ(I)) = ~{(p>-l)l8}s*(L).
This completes the proof.
Corollary 3.6. // L is flat, then δ
o
(L)=δ
o
(L).
Proof. By Lemma 1.5 s(L)=0 implies s*(L)=0. So, by Theorem 3.5
δQ(L)=pδQ(L). By Lemmas 1.3, 3.2 and [5, Lemma 4.5], s(L)=ps(L)> so that
s(L):=0. By Corollary 2.8 2δ
o
(L)=O. Using that p is odd, the proof is com-
pleted.
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